Greetings to all of our Satanic Family,

Because of the love and care of many of you and in particular of one SS who took this on themselves [let me know if you want open credits brother], I can very happily announce to you that the JOY OF SATAN ARCHIVE IS BACK ONLINE!

For those who do not know, the Archive is out history of Joy of Satan posts from 2009 and the emergence of the Yahoo Groups. Unfortunately, these ostracized us and then closed down entirely after Yahoo was acquired by another company whose choice was to wipe out these free areas of communication where there was indeed a semblance of Freedom of Speech for a long time.

In a sense, the Joy of Satan history existing there for approximately a decade was cast down and deleted. But we now have RESTORED this into a full searchable archive where people can go there and read about topics from this time.

This is a most important site of the Joy of Satan history, which due to the "nature" of the internet, was attempted to be wiped out by the enemy and the recklessness of Yahoo. Yahoo also destroyed many other memorable places. But we have finally restored it and it's back in function.

Back then jews were celebrating that our platforms were purged. Then, the Forums came in and we kept existing... It feels like yesterday when I did this announcement:

https://groups-archive.org/viewtopic.php?t=12928

None of this would be possible without the help of those who take care of the community in a good heart and help us raise the important pinnacles of memory for our works. I want to personally thank you ALL that care about the Joy of Satan.

It is so beautiful to watch how far we have come. It makes one to also ponder that we have been strong back then, and that this will only increase. Back then there were 300 members total in our biggest group. Many were absent, in confusion, knowledge was less.
But our love for the Gods has been unending. That is the common denominator we have with the past. And every other growth is part of this.

https://groups-archive.org/

Enjoy!
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